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Case Title: Zahid Ullah vs State

forfor the CounselDPP present.

Record already received.accused/petitioner present.

Arguments heard and record gone through.

The petitioner namely Zahid Ullah S/O Khial Akbar

R/O Qaum Mishti, Tappa Haider Khel, District Orakzai has

applied for his post arrest bail in connection with case FIR

No. 31, Dated: 24.11.2021, U/S 324, 353, 189, 34 PPC,

registered in PS Kurez Boya L/Orakzai.

Arguments heard and file perused.

charged by Aftab Hassan SHO of

the police with intention to kill but a single injury has not

been inflicted at the person of complainant and other police

Afzal Khan and

accused namely Wali Ullah has been released on bail by my

substantial

evidence on file in shape of medical report and recovery

from the possession of present accused/petitioner and the

case of accused/petitioner is one of further inquiry.

For the above reason, the accused/petitioner is entitled

Order or other Proceedings with Signature of Judge or 
Magistrate and that of parties or counsel where necessary

Bakhtiar Akbar have already been acquitted while co-
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Order No. 03

PS Kurez Boya for resistance in their arrest and firing on

accused/petitioner was

learned predecessor in office. There is no
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Perusal of the record reveals that the present

^officials. Co-accused namely Muhammad
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30.08.2023 to the concession of bail, hence, application in hand is

accepted subject to furnishing of bail bonds to the tune of

the like amount to the satisfaction of this court.

Copy of this order be placed on police record and the

instant file be consigned to record room while record be

sent back to the quarter concerned.
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Order No. 03 
Continued...

Rs. 100,000/- with two local and reliable sureties each in

Announced
30.08.2023

Bakht Zada q
Senior Civib Judge/JM/IW)D, 

Orakzai


